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The disruption caused by COVID-19 has created  
once-in-a-generation opportunities for the quicker,  
bolder and more future-focused brands to grow &  
thrive beyond market expectations. 

APRIL is a consumer-obsessed ideation consultancy. 

We help enterprising clients, understand the changing 
consumer behaviour to ideate & discover new paths  
in the new normal.

We take on isolated tasks and longer projects,  
working to a flexible schedule.  

We are lean, collaborative & deliver impactful, 
implementable work. We are not cheap, but we offer  
great value for money, which we deliver with absolute 
transparency.   
  
The new normal is a fact of life, 
Let’s have a chat & make the most of it.

In sum:
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BRAND 
What brands want to say

BUSINESS 
What business needs to achieve

NEW CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

How consumers want to engage
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Novel 

brand & retail 

experiences

New forms of consumer engagement New forms of consumer fulfilment

Existing experiences irrelevant to new consumer 
(to be culled or upgraded)

BUSINESS 
What business needs to achieve

BRAND 
What brands want to say

NEW CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR

How consumers want to engage



Global Inspiration

(Cross-industry perspective)

Engagement & experience

(Implementable problem solving)

Consumer Insights

(Business-specific filter)
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What we do

⏤  Global first-hand market insights 

⏤  Consumer research 

⏤  Macro & micro trends & shifts 

⏤  Innovations & best practice 

⏤  Global safari tours 

⏤  Consumer needs & pains 

⏤  Mind-state analysis 

⏤  Expectation gaps 

⏤  New forms of consumer engagement 

⏤  Omni customer journeys 

⏤  Brand & retail experiences 

⏤  What-if ideas 

⏤  Ideation workshops
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Agile & collaborative 
⏤ Building on client’s expertise 
⏤ Short sprints 
⏤ No surprises

Purposeful & specific 
⏤ Based on relevant insights 
⏤ Only ideas that solve problems 
⏤ No group think & idea recycling

Lean & transparent 
⏤ No passed-on overhead costs 
⏤ Only efficient, senior partners 
⏤ Absolute transparency of value  

How we work

The 20th century model 
Where companies hire agencies based on their legacy,

Projects take months to produce deliverables required, 
Directors, who pitch, rarely run the projects they win, &

Agencies have no vested interest in client's return on investment - 
Didn't bring the best out of anyone involved.

 
Fortunately, APRIL don't work that way. 
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Our people

Throughout my career  

I’ve worked in industries  
and with clients undergoing 
profound and rapid change.  

I focus on understanding  
the shifts in behaviour  
and the forces driving them, 

helping clients identify  
what’s now and what’s next.

I've learned from and led  

the world's greatest teams, 
developing brands, operational 
cultures and innovative retail 

experiences across 
environments, communications,  
staff behaviour  

and the use of tech. 

James Whyte, Partner Emil Kotomin, Partner



Worked as 

⏤ Head of Insights 
⏤ Head of Planning 
⏤ Journalist 
⏤ Senior Account Director 
⏤ Senior Trends Analyst 
⏤ Shop floor sales consultant 

Worked at 

⏤ Dalziel & Pow 
⏤ Emporio Armani 
⏤ The Guardian 
⏤ FITCH 
⏤ FutureBrand 
⏤ The Future Laboratory 
⏤ Mr & Mrs Smith 
⏤ UXUS

Worked with 

⏤ Adidas 
⏤ Ford 
⏤ Hilton  
⏤ Microsoft 
⏤ Nationwide 
⏤ Pandora 
⏤ Pokemon 
⏤ Starbucks 
⏤ Unilever
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Everyone’s got a past

https://www.dalziel-pow.com/
https://www.armani.com/gb/armanicom/unisex/emporio-armani/cross_section
https://www.theguardian.com/uk
https://www.fitch.com/home
https://www.futurebrand.com/
https://www.thefuturelaboratory.com/
https://www.mrandmrssmith.com/
https://uxus.com/
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Challenge 

⏤ The client faced growing competition  
from small independent cafes and  
larger chain rivals, who had improved  
their offer.  

⏤ In this environment, they realised they  
were “failing to communicate their  
passion for coffee”.

Work 

⏤ A three-person trends & insights team 
conducted a global audit of stores in ten 
markets, with supporting desk research, 
seeking out best practice in industry  
and beyond.  

⏤ We formulated our findings & suggestions 
across environmental design, 
communications, staff behaviour  
& sensorial experiences. 

Outcome 

⏤ The project informed an ideation workshop 
with senior executives.  

⏤ The outputs were synthesised into 
a fundamentally new offering that included  
a Brand extension, Retail design,  
Communications and Service rituals. 

⏤ The concept has reignited brand’s 
confidence, passion & reputation  
and is now being rolled out globally.

World’s largest coffeehouse chain 
lost its sheen
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Challenge 

⏤ Client’s target audience has always  
skewed young, but the influences, 
aspirations & behaviour of the latest cohort  
were significantly different. 

⏤ The Client needed to ensure it understood 
Gen Z and communicated the brand  
in a way that resonated with them. 

Work 

⏤ We recruited semi-professional athletes  
in four key markets, conducted in-depth 
interviews & in-field observations to identify 
patterns of behaviour.  

⏤ These insights into the group’s attitudes  
& motivations were combined with  
macro-trend research to provide  
a clear profile of the target audience. 

Outcome 

⏤ The insights gained from this research  
were used to finesse Client’s brand 
communications & redesign  
the brand experience provided  
in their Beijing flagship store. 

⏤ This saw greater emphasis placed  
on dialogue, experimentation  
& shared entertainment.

Industry-leading sportswear brand 
faced new target audience
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Challenge 

⏤ The Client had found that customers were 
visiting their showrooms on fewer occasions 
& at a later stage in the sales cycle.  

⏤ The company wanted to find a radically  
new way to start the conversation with 
existing customers & the wider public  
by re-imagining the flagship showroom.

Work 

⏤ We harnessed emerging consumer trends, 
innovations & best practice from both the 
automotive industry & beyond.  

⏤ We shared these insights via trend briefings, 
trend “safaris”, expert presentations  
& creative workshops with senior Clients  
in London & San Francisco.

Outcome 

⏤ The use of trends & insights was  
the beginning of a process that led  
to the opening of a Hub in one  
of New York’s prime locations.  

⏤ Rather than a traditional showroom,  
the Hub focuses on experience  
& engagement, casting the brand  
as an authority within the wider context  
of transport & mobility. 

Global car manufacturer  
lost the attention of its customers
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Challenge 

⏤ With their offering increasingly 
commoditised, why would consumers  
prefer one mobile provider to another? 

⏤ How can physical retail be used to grow 
what is increasingly a digital business? 

⏤ How can a physical experience authentically 
convey corporate purpose?

Work 

⏤ Working with a wide, cross-discipline client 
team, we looked at global trends and best 
practices across sectors & picked directions 
for development.   

⏤ Split into smaller groups, we ran four days  
of workshops, developing & prioritising 
ideas across omni-channel shopping 
journeys of several consumer archetypes.

Outcome 

⏤ Over a hundred experience ideas. 

⏤ Across Communications, Environments, 
Operations, Staff behaviour & Tech. 

⏤ Within distinctive customer journeys  
(from Initial brand awareness  
to Post-purchase evaluation). 

⏤ Prioritised, phased and supported  
by client teams across markets & seniority. 

Global telco leader 
in search of relevance
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Work 

⏤ We ran remote and in-person retail & HQ 
staff interviews - across disciplines, seniority 
& geographies.  

⏤ Mystery shopping across formats. 

⏤ Consumer, competitor & trend analysis.  

⏤ Customer journey mapping. 

⏤ Working sessions to discuss progress  
& receive in-room feedback.

Outcome 

⏤ Five big ideas (e.g. reusable packaging),  
in three levels of execution each:  

> Step (little investment, could implement 
tomorrow) 

> Stretch (mid-level, could do within months, 
requires some preparation) 

> Leap (touchpoint reimagining, requires  
a business case & further approval).

Premium grocery retailer 
investigates ways to transform

Challenge 

⏤ Propose ways to improve the current  
shopping experience - by offering more 
exciting customer journeys & superior 
service, clearly rooted in the distinctive 
brand purpose, the brand is famous for. 

⏤ No implementation budget, provide a scaled 
range of ideas to take to the board  
to discuss scenarios and create momentum  
for brand transformation. 
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Let’s talk about what you need and whether we could help. 

If we could - we’d return with a simple plan that would be lean & transparent.  

Even if we don’t collaborate, our plan may help you organise your next steps.   

You shouldn’t trust anyone on word, but a free chat isn’t much of a risk, is it? 

Get in touch: check out our blog - it’s entertaining.  

Follow us on LinkedIn for a regular doze of exciting thinking from around the world.   

Alex (Alex@APRILpart.com) 

☀You shouldn’t trust anyone on word

https://www.aprilpart.com/blog
http://linkedin.com/company/april-partners
mailto:alex@APRILpart.com



